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From Fiber Optic to Copper Cables, from the most innovative products to the smartest solutions, from industries such as
Broadcast or Enterprise to Industrial or .

Its copper connectivity product offerings include category compliant patch panels, jacks standard keystone or
bezel configuration , plugs, patch cords, faceplates, surface mounted boxes, distribution and multi-media
boxes, copper rack mount and wall mount enclosures, cable assemblies, cable organizers and other wiring
products. The Company markets and sells its harsh environment and specialty connectivity product offering,
through Applied Optical Systems, Inc. Read More Factory Tough, Inside and Out From real-time sensors on
the factory floor to office monitoring and control, a properly designed Industrial network must deliver serious
productivity and reliability. Our customer-centric approach offers up smart, customized turnkey solutions from
one reliable source. The Company's Fiber Optic Connectivity product offering includes fiber optic wall mount,
cabinet mount and rack mount enclosures, pre-terminated fiber optic enclosures, fiber optic connectors, splice
trays, fiber optic jumpers, plug and play cassette modules, pre-terminated fiber optic cable assemblies,
adapters and accessories. Copper Datacom Cable Products The Company markets and sells a range of copper
datacom cables, including unshielded twisted pair UTP and shielded twisted pair, in Category 5e, Category 6
and Category 6A performance ratings, in riser and plenum configurations, and in various colors. Fiber Optic
and Copper Enterprise Connectivity Products The Company's fiber optic connectivity products provide
customers a range of fiber optic system solutions for equipment rooms, telecommunications closets,
datacenters and workstations, including infrastructure and cabling solutions for Passive Optical local area
network LAN installations. Its hybrid cables include a line of security cables that combine copper power feeds
with optical fiber in the cables. The Company offers an end-to-end solution for copper network installations.
Read More Tactical Leadership OCC has built a reputation of excellence by being the leading manufacturer of
military ground tactical fiber optic cable and connectivity solutions for the U. For overhead installations, it
offers various self-supporting fiber optic cables, including aerial messenger cables that feature self-supporting
construction. The Company offers a range of network, data storage and telecommunications management
systems for enterprise and residential use. OCC has fiber optic cables available in various flammability
ratings. Utilizing the capacity and capability of fiber optic cabling systems, OCC allows mines to operate with
greater efficiency. OCC manufactures cylindrical connector product for fixed fiber optic or applications
requiring optical fiber and copper connections in the same connector. OCC also designs and manufactures
specialty fiber optic cables, such as for use in Fiber-to-the-Antenna FTTA products for cell tower build-outs,
military ground tactical, industrial, mining, deployable broadcast, oil and gas, festoon, pierside and high
density datacenter applications. It offers cables combining different types of optical fiber and copper wires,
with copper wires being used as power feeds or to facilitate the transition from copper wire to optical
fiber-based systems without further installation of fiber optic cables. For deployable applications, the
Company manufactures a range of tactical fiber optic connectors that conform to the United States Department
of Defense standards. Harsh Environment and Specialty Connectivity Products The Company designs,
manufactures, markets and sells specialty fiber optic connectors and connectivity components, certain
ruggedized copper datacom connectors, and related deployable systems and solutions for military, other harsh
environment and specialty applications. We have innovated fundamental technologies designed to provide
easy installation and outstanding performance under the toughest imaginable conditions. OCC also offers a
range of datacom wiring products, including various enclosures, modules and modular outlets designed for
single dwelling and multiple dwelling residential use. From worldwide sporting events, to political coverage,
to the most glamorous award ceremonies, OCC delivers. OCC fabricates a range of simplex, duplex and
multi-channel fiber optic assemblies for uses as varied as mining, oil and gas, petrochemical, broadcast,
industrial and military applications. OCC offers cables suitable for underground or overhead installations. Full
Description Optical Cable Corporation OCC , incorporated on June 10, , is a manufacturer of a range of fiber
optic and copper data communication cabling and connectivity solutions primarily for the enterprise market,
and various harsh environment and specialty markets the non-carrier markets. Fiber Optic Cable Products The
Company designs, manufactures, markets and sells a range of fiber optic cables that provide high bandwidth
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transmission of data, video and voice communications primarily over short to moderate-distances. Our
products are designed and manufactured to endure exactly the kind of stress you see in harsh, demanding,
mining operations.


